
Packing of home IT / 
audio-visual equipment
If you are packing yourself, special care needs to be taken with valuable and expensive home technology and  
audio visual equipment. Here are some hints:

Packing television

If you have retained the original manufacturer’s carton and polystyrene foam packing materials, pack the  
television back into the carton with the foam packing

turn carton over so that you can gently slide the television in

If you have not retained the original carton and packing material, use one of your large and strong packing  
cartons

Polystyrene foam can be obtained from your local computer or electrical appliance outlet

gently slide television into the carton

Pack polystyrene foam into all gaps to stop the television sliding around during the move.

Packing stereo equipment

Check manufacturer’s manual for instructions on securing moving parts

Colour code cables and points with coloured tape

Use two cartons – one large and one smaller that will fit in the large carton – and polystyrene foam

Place large components in separate plastic bags and pack carefully into the large carton

Pack cables and other small light components carefully into the smaller carton and place this carton into the 
large carton

Ensure gaps in both cartons are filled with polystyrene foam

Packing Computer equipment

Most importantly, make back-up copies of all of your files before you attempt to move your computer

Bundle cables separately and keep each bundle secured with a rubber band of wire tie

Colour code cables and points with coloured tape

Use two cartons – one large and one smaller carton that will fit in the large carton – and plenty of 
polystyrene packing foam

Place computer in a plastic bag and then into large carton

Place monitor in a plastic bag and pack into the smaller carton together with other components and cables

Fill gaps in both cartons with polystyrene foam

Pack the small carton into the large carton and tape securely
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